Tutoring Services

Workshops

Enhance your skills as a tutor and aid your personal growth. Get paid for every workshop attended.

Getting to Know Your Tutees
February 6 | 5:10-6:00pm | Carver 0202

Active listening and relationship building are the foundations of building rapport with tutees. This workshop focuses on productively working with tutees and demonstrating the ability to express oneself and receive the ideas of others.

Creating an Inclusive Environment
February 11 | 7:00-7:50pm | Carver 0204

When working with others, it is important to consider different identities to create inclusive spaces. Creating inclusive tutoring sessions will be the focus of this workshop.

Learn How to Learn
February 21 | 2:10-3:00pm | Black 1034

Learning is a brain-based process that we can improve. In this workshop, we will define critical thinking and articulate ways students can take responsibility for their learning.

Facilitation Strategies
February 26 | 6:00-6:50pm | Carver 0204

Using facilitation strategies engages tutees with materials and leads to a better overall understanding of the concepts. In this workshop, you will gain insight on peer-to-peer learning strategies and plan a tutoring session using a new facilitation strategy.
Lead Yourself First
March 2 | 5:10-6:00pm | Black 1028
Setting time for yourself is an important aspect of being a successful leader. In this workshop, you will identify stressors that impact your ability to be a student leader and self-care strategies to help manage stress in the future.

Marketing Your Experience
March 26 | 7:00-7:50pm | Carver 0204
Reflecting on your experiences and skills you have developed as a tutor will help you build your resume. This workshop focuses on articulating your growth, skills, and responsibilities as a tutor through resume building and conversations.

Asking Engaging Questions
April 1 | 5:10-6:00pm | Carver 0202
Asking questions helps engage tutees, allows tutees to think more critically, and helps tutees learn important information quickly. In this workshop, you will gain an understanding of Bloom’s Taxonomy and learn how to apply it to engage tutees.

Leading and Learning
April 10 | 3:10-4:00pm | Carver 0204
As a tutor, you are a leader on campus and you practice your leadership skills in every tutoring session. This workshop will provide an opportunity to reflect on leadership theories to help guide, inspire, and empower tutees.

Developing Successful Review Sessions
April 14 | 6:00-6:50pm | Carver 0204
Tutees appreciate review sessions around exam time. This workshop will provide an opportunity to learn different ways to create review sessions.